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.CORP CASE  STUDY 
 

Slide 2: Daily  Query  Volume 
 

 
 

Similar to what was seen  on  .mail and .internal. 
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A larger than normal % delegated tlds for srv records inside of .corp 

 

Slide 3: Qtype Distribution 

 

Slide 4:  Unique Daily Source IPs 
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# of  unique IP address requesting .corp.  Unique addresses hitting A & J goes up 40%. 

Suddenly corp is coming from a much larger, much wider # of sources out there on the Internet - 

this is likely from transient devices that are leaving the corporate networks and being used in 

more residential places. (work from home) 

 

 

Slide 5:  Geographical Distribution 

 
 

½ of  traffic  from US 

 

 

Slide 6: ASN  Distribution 
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Shows what networks are sending this traffic:   

.mail had 900ish ASNs, .corp is spread out  over 5000 ASNs 

95th percentile of  traffic you need to interact with  250 ASN to fix this .corp  query leak 

Graph to the right  looks at top ASNs sending .corp traffic and is mostly residential ISPs  in US 

or France 

 

Now is residential; was previously corporate. 
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Slide 7: Label  Analysis 

 
 
 
 
What is going on in .corp?  What % of names contain how many labels? 
10% of names coming in for .corp contain ONLY 1 label.  60% have 3 or 4 labels- better Q names 
to  give us  better  understanding  of the source  of those queries. 
 
two lists on the right side here, the first list in the middle, is looking at the top 30 SLDs ranked 
by the total percentage of traffic.  Apparent than many are big  corporations (elected to  use  
.corp string within  their corporate network) but then you see  .internal 
maybe some of this is still the byproduct of suffix search list appendage and .corp is getting 
appended to things like .internal, so you have X .internal .corp ending up being on there 
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Slide 6: SLD Overlap Analysis 

 
 

If we look at 1, 2 or 3 roots how muc of overall  picture do  we  have.  Left graph  broken by A 

and  J  Root – clearly each root has it’s own unique capture point.  Graph at right moving at 

linear growth  rate. 

 

 

Slide 7:  SLD Overlap Analysis 2 
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This is a cumulative distribution plot of how many times, a specific SLD was queried.   In the 

entire month of December, roughly 80% of these strings are SLDs only be  inquired  1 time.  

Indicative of a random label, or chromium,  

 

 

SLIDE 8: Root ASN Overlap and IP growth 
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This repeats that analysis on the amount of   ASNs and different various recursive resolve 

network operators  

 
venn diagram on the left, is showing that a and j having fairly significant overlap, but J group has 1600 
different ASNs.  So again, that catchment of a particular route and its contribution to the data analysis, 
is telling.  Maybe this is one of those questions that we're going to want to further study when we do 
the data sensitivity analysis by either asking additional routes to help fit fill out this venn diagram or we 
conduct that kind of exercise on something like the dital (?) data (which  limits us to 2 days). 

 

Slide 9: Root ASN Overlap and IP growth 2 

 
 

 

 

END OF .CORP SLIDES 

 

.HOME  CASE STUDY 
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Slide 1: Daily Query Volume

 
 

Looking at A & J: query volume rose until Nov/Dec 2020 rapid decline. Decline due to change 

in chromium and change in a way it sends out a probe request on the android platform to detect 

an  Internet redirecter  

 

 

SLIDE 2:  Qtype  Distribution 
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SRP records make up significantly less than .corp -an indicator of how the 
.home string is actually being used.  .home string is caused from suffolk 
search list appendage where .copr was intentionally anchored by those 
various corporations. 

 

Slide 3:  Unique Daily Source IPs 
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Slide  4: Geographical Distribution

 
.home is not as US centric  as .corp 
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Slide 5: ASN Distribution 
 

 
 

9000+ on highest bar:  9000 ASNS that A& J were receiving traffic from .home which was 

significantly higher than anything coming out of  it.  to get to the 95th percentile you're going to 

probably have to talk to upwards of 500 or so a sentence.   
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Slide 6: Label Analysis 

 
 

Left is #  of labels present in actual  strings; almost 75% of  all queries  coming out with only 2 

labels, seems strange.  The middle column list, 2nd label domains, many of these are delegated 

top level  domains, that all have .home randomly appended to it.  Very different than .corp where 

those strings looked purposely anchored on. 

 

Warren: 2nd level domains – some CPE integrated software doing Q&A minimization badly, 

followed by search.  DNS Mask version where someone tried Q&A minimization and did badly 

 

Suggested Action:   what would be useful to be to be able to hunt down somebody who's got a 

piece of CPE who's doing these look ups and sort of beat them and see if we can run it in a lab. 

 

Column on right:  what  is underneath 2nd label domains we see most  common domains 
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Slide 7: SLD Overlap  Analysis

 
This is just looking at the properties of the 2nd  level domains coming in 

85% receive 1 query 

1 day of Q names comin in for .home was over 322 million that broke down to 277 million 

unique  SLDs 

Takes a look at SLDSs based off of  the length of characters of  that string. See flat bar between 

7 – 15 chars long, spike at 10 chars; probably chromium queries. 
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Slide 8:  First Label Analysis
 

 
First table  is most popular labels contained under .home, so this is first label in the queue name 

that is specified.  Shows what is being used under .home 

 

Slide 9:  Root ASN Overlap and IP  Growth
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Slide 10: .corp, .home and .mail comparison 

 
 

Left: query  volume, .home is several magnitudes larger than .mail, and a magnitude or more 

than.corp.    Dip  in .home was from chromium 

 

Query vol isn’t  directly an indicator of risk, but  is a reflection  of it  

 

Right: # of  unique Ips 
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SLIDE 11: .corp, .home and .mail 2

 
 
Is the traffic from all over different places, or is it relatively confined to a set of particular 
networks? Importan to inform our decisions in regards to risk assessment and 
remediation possibilities right. 
.mail has less than 900n different Ass if you did  the  top  10 it was going to  remediate 
more than 50% of traffic. 
 
.home I spread out over larger network operator bases, to  get   that kind of remediation 
means  you have  to interacgt with a lot of operators unless you can use clues within the  
queue names 

 

SLIDE 12: .corp, .home and .mail 3 
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Looking at SLDs like this gives insight into what it’s being used for and possibility to  identify  

the underlying cause and remediate it if you know what caused  the CPE devices and you c an 

figure that out- can you work with CPE devices to push  that out and remediate. 
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